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Secure Communication Network

- 61 Districts
- 80 Sites
- Fiber Optic
  Encrypted VPN
- Satellite Hub
  Privat Communication Network
- Radio Communication
  Encrypted VPN
The birth of the digital identity
One database entry for life

Birth
Secure ID Card
Issued within one hour from arrival

Security elements

- UV (Ultraviolet) fluorescence
- Dynamically Shifting Ink (Iridescent Inks)
- Invisible Personal Information
- Hologram
- Water mark
- 2D barcode can be read by a smartphone App
- MRZ
- Personalization
- Ghost printing
- Fingerprint
- Fingerprint
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Biometrics

ABIS
Automated Biometric Identification System

One to one + One to many =

=
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ABIS
Automated Biometric Identification System

One to one + One to many = Services to the Private and Public Sectors

Services to the Private and Public Sectors
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Passport

Design, Print and Issuance
Decentralized issuance system
ICAO compliant
Multiple security features
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ePassport

Booklet Production Center

Advantages of ePassport
Ease of travel
Secure Identity
Strong security measure
Fights global terrorism

You are welcome to come visit our booklet production center
Operation support systems

ICT Monitoring

Business Intelligence

Stock Management

Human Resources Management
System's Key Elements

Central Database

Communication Infrastructure

Security

Operation support systems
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Ministry of Home Affairs

Immigration
- Immigration Control
- Citizenship Management
- Visa Issuance

Police
- Case Management
- Firearms Registration
- APS

Public Service
- HR
- Salaries
- Pensions

[Diagram of various connections and processes within the Ministry of Home Affairs]
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